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This procedure looks at how Sutton YOT implements Restorative Justice 
Practice. This procedure will outline what restorative practice is and how this 
is delivered in Sutton. 
 
This procedure also contains the following information in the forms of 
appendices at the end of this document:   

- Restorative Justice Conferencing Process (Appendix 1) 
- Post Direct Meeting Questionnaire (Appendix 2) 

 
 

 

 

 

Restorative Justice enables victims of crime to meet or communicate with the 

perpetrator to explain how the perpetrator’s crime has personally affected 

them and/or those around them. Restorative Justice aims to empower victims 

by giving them a voice in a safe and controlled environment. 

Restorative practice can be used to prevent conflict, to re-build relationships 

and to repair harm, by enabling people to communicate effectively and 

positively. Restorative practice can involve both a proactive approach to 

preventing harm and conflict and activities that repair harm where conflicts 

have already arisen. 

It is important to ensure that when a practitioner is carrying out restorative 
work that this work adheres to the following values and principles: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SUTTON YOT’S RESTORATIVE JUSTICE PROTOCOL 
 

"Restorative Justice is a process whereby parties with a stake in a 

specific offence collectively resolve how to deal with the 

aftermath of the offence and its implications for the future."  

- From Restorative Justice, An Overview: Tony Marshall, 

1999 

 

Respect  Equality  Fairness   

Victim-led  Empathy   Objectivity                 

Voluntariness  Responsibility Reintegration 

Honesty  Accountability Empowerment 

Fair   Having a say           Non-judgemental    
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A restorative process can involve either direct or indirect communication 
between parties. There are many restorative options available to participants 
and these include:  

 Face to face meetings often known as ‘restorative conferencing’  

 Audio/video recording  

 Shuttle mediation 

 Surrogate victims  

 Letters, including a letter of apology  

 Victim representation 

Restorative practice can be used in a variety of settings, including: homes, 

schools, workplaces, communities and the criminal justice system. Sutton 

YOT are seeking to work in partnership with schools, Children’s Services and 

residential care placements to increase the use of restorative practice and to 

support the safe delivery of this work. 

Sutton YOT’s Restorative Justice Service is still setting and implementing the 
foundations to ensure that The Victim Code of Conduct and the Restorative 
Justice Council’s National Occupational Standards are adhered to. However 
Sutton YOT are committed to working restoratively and as a result of this all 
staff were initially trained in Restorative Conferencing in June 2013. Since this 
time, training has been delivered on an annual basis to facilitate all Referral 
Order Panel Members and new staff members being accredited in Restorative 
Conferencing. Since February 2015, Sutton YOT has also had a dedicated 
Restorative Justice (RJ) Worker who works closely with the Victim Liaison 
Officer (VLO) to increase the use of restorative practice and to ensure all 
victims of crime are offered the opportunity to participate in a restorative 
process.  
 
SUTTON YOT’S RESTORATIVE PROCESS 
 
For all out of court disposals and statutory YOT cases, the VLO will contact 
those with identified victims. In doing so they will offer the victim the 
opportunity to engage in a restorative process. Where a victim expresses an 
interest in participating in a restorative process, a joint home visit will be 
conducted with the RJ Worker. During the home visit, the VLO and RJ Worker 
will ascertain the victim’s thoughts and feelings on engaging in a restorative 
process, as well as explaining the numerous options available to them to 
support their participation.  
 
It is important to answer any questions the victim may have and explain that 
the process is voluntary for both parties. Expectations need to be clearly and 
realistically addressed and the victim needs to be kept up to date on the 
process. 
 
Once it has been identified that the victim wishes to engage and the home 
visit has been completed, the RJ Worker will have a discussion with the Case 
Manager who is supervising the relevant young offender.  
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An appointment between the RJ Worker, Case Manager, young offender and 
parent/carer, will then be arranged to explore the young offender’s willingness 
to engage in a restorative process. Within the session the RJ Worker will 
openly explore with the young person: 

 What restorative justice is; 

 How they can engage in the process; and  

 What benefits they may gain from participating. 
 

As with the victim, the restorative process and expectations will be clearly 
explained so they can make an informed decision about participating in the 
process  
 
By clearly explaining the process and expectations, it allows both parties to 
make an informed decision about participating in the process and ensures it is 
fair and equal. 
 
Once a method of restorative practice has been agreed upon by both parties, 
preparation work should commence. The length of this preparation will vary 
from case-to-case due to the nature of the case, the preferred method of 
restorative practice and the assessed readiness of both the victim and young 
offender. 
 
INDIRECT RJ 
 
There are a number of restorative options available to victims who do not wish 
to have direct contact with the young offender/s. These include: 

 Victim/personal statements;  

 Letters of apology; and  

 Questions and answers 
 
The most frequently requested restorative option by victims contacted by 
Sutton YOT are letters of apology. In terms of the preparation work carried out 
with either party this is often a short piece of work. The young person is 
supported by the RJ Worker, or the VLO, to complete the letter of apology. It 
is then agreed by the RJ Worker and VLO whether this letter can be shared 
with the victim. The victim can, if they like provide a response or they can 
conclude that they are happy with the service. This work would be captured 
by the VLO. 
 
DIRECT RJ (INCLUDING RESTORATIVE CONFERENCING) 
 
If a face-to-face meeting (restorative conference) is agreed by both the victim 
and young offender, the process outlined in Appendix 1 needs to be followed. 
The RJ Worker will then need to identify two suitably trained and experienced 
co-facilitators.  
 
For a face-to-face meeting to take place there are a number of practicalities 
the RJ Worker needs to consider. These include: 

 The facilities; 

 The seating;  and 
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 Ensuring the venue is suitable and accessible to all parties, e.g. an 
extra room to offer a break out space or refreshments for after the 
meeting,  

 
Once a face-to-face meeting has been conducted it is important to capture the 
views of both parties. The RJ Worker will meet with each party separately to 
complete the short questionnaire (Appendix 2).  
 
At a later date, the RJ Worker should meet with the young offender’s Case 
Manager to look at whether any further work needs to be carried out by the 
young offender (as detailed on the agreed Action Plan). A follow up meeting 
with the victim should be jointly conducted with the VLO to ensure there is no 
further support required. 
 
It is important to note that at any point either party can pull out of the process. 
In these cases it would need to be established as to why this has happened 
and if an alternative method could be explored. This work would be completed 
by the RJ Worker. 
 
REFERRAL ORDER & YOUTH CONDITIONAL CAUTION PANELS 
 
At Sutton YOT all Referral Order and Youth Conditional Caution panel 
meetings are conducted restoratively wherever possible. Panels adhere to 
Restorative Justice Principles, such as being non-judgemental, asking open 
restorative questions and allowing young people to find solutions. Victims are 
welcome to attend the first part of the panel meeting and although this option 
is very rarely taken up, it is available to all victims of crime where appropriate. 
Where available, victim statements are read out at Panel and the victim’s 
views and wishes are incorporated into the agreed contract wherever 
possible.  

TRIAGE CLINIC 

Sutton YOT’s Triage Clinic aims to address a young person’s offending 

behaviour through the use of restorative intervention. Often indirect work will 

be completed with the young person at the Triage appointment, as requested 

by the victim/s. If there is a need for further intervention to be completed, for 

example, to facilitate an RJ/Mediation meeting, both parties will be offered the 

opportunity to participate in this work voluntarily. 

NETWORKS 
 
The RJ Worker attends the Pan London quarterly forums with other RJ 
Workers/Victim Workers/Referral Order Co-ordinators from other YOT’s. This 
forum discusses practice, any changes in legislation and generally any other 
enquiries relating to Referral Orders, Victims and/or Restorative Justice 
Practices. 
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The RJ Worker is also involved in ‘Restorative Sutton’; an initiative by Ray 
and Vi Donovan, who started ‘The Chris Donovan Trust’, in memory of their 
late son who had been killed on a night out. Their aim “is to visit schools and 
youth clubs and even meet gangs and try to educate them about what it is like 
to be a victim of crime and to show them that their actions not only destroys 
the victim's life but it also tears apart their family too.” ‘Restorative Sutton’ is 
still in its infancy however it is a step forward in working in partnership with 
other agencies as well as branching out to get more professionals working 
restoratively within the London Borough of Sutton. 
 
PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
 
The RJ Worker oversees the completion of the quarterly Restorative Justice 
returns to the Youth Justice Board. Upon receipt of the case data for the 
quarter from the Performance Team, the RJ Worker will calculate victim 
participation in restorative practice. This data is broken down by type of case 
(out of court disposals, first tier, community and custody), the numbers of 
victims and the type of restorative intervention offered and delivered.  
 
Through the monitoring of this data, the RJ Worker and YOT Management 
team are able to track the use of restorative justice with victims and identify 
any gaps in service delivery.   
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Restorative Justice Conferencing Flow Chart 

The need for a Restorative Justice Conference has been identified from 
either: 

a) The Victim Liaison Officer (victim request) 
b) Management Discussion (inappropriate behaviour by YP) 

Information on conference shared by RJ Worker with 
Case Manager / VLO and / or any other parties 

involved. 

RJ Worker to liaise with Case Manager and VLO / aggrieved party to 
arrange to meet with both parties to discuss process and assess 

readiness. 

If ready... RJ Worker to identify 
suitable / available facilitators, 

venue and date. 

Details of those involved in the Restorative Justice conference are to be 
sent to the RJ Worker by VLO and Case Manager. Details should 

include readiness and likely timescale for conference. 

RJ Worker to log details on RJ spreadsheet on YOT Share Drive so that 
progress can be tracked 

If not ready... RJ Worker to liaise with both parties and 
explain readiness concerns and discuss what preparatory 
work needs to be completed before re-visiting conference. 

Worker / Case Manager / VLO to complete 
preparatory work to increase readiness 

Appendix 1 
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Conference Day 

RJ Worker to confirm with parties and co-facilitators by phone on the morning of 
conference that they are still happy to proceed 

Ensure all equipment, refreshments and paperwork are to hand (including Action 
Plan) 

Arrange to meet facilitators 30 minutes beforehand at the venue to run through: 
a) Outline of the conference 
b) Parties expectations from the conference and likely outcome 
c) Any behaviour considerations / diversity issues to be aware of (SEN 

etc) 
d) Share report 
e) Set up the room/seating arrangement and refreshments  

Hold Conference 

Speak to both parties with co-facilitators to assess feelings regarding the outcome 
and complete questionnaire. 

Debrief facilitators: 
a) How did it go 
b) What worked well 
c) What could we do differently 
d) Thoughts and feelings post conference  

Share feedback/information with Case Manager / VLO (if not present) 

Post Conference 

RJ Worker to continue to liaise with Case Manager & VLO to ensure agreed Action 
Plan is implemented and attend any follow up meetings with parties, Case Manager 

and VLO. 
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Ref: RJ______ 

 

Questionnaire 

 
Thank you for your involvement with Sutton Youth Offending Team. 

 The purpose of this form is to give you an opportunity to comment on the 
service you received. The information will remain confidential and will assist 

us in both monitoring and improving the service we provide. 
 

 
 
 

Your involvement in the Restorative Process:  Yes No 
I felt prepared & supported   

I felt safe throughout my involvement   

I was kept informed throughout the process   

I felt the young person took responsibility and showed remorse for their 
actions 

  

I felt able to ask the young person questions   

I felt the venue was suitable for the situation   

I found the process in some way helpful   

 
 

Please add any comments you feel would be helpful: 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this form. 
It is much appreciated. 

 

Your views on the service provided by the Restorative 
Justice Workers: 
 

Yes No 

I  was treated with respect   

The options available were explained to me clearly & realistically   

My views & opinions were listened to   

I found the information provided helpful   

I feel that I benefited from being involved with the Youth Offending Service   

Appendix 2 


